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About This Content

The soundtrack to Team Junkfish's survival horror labyrinth Monstrum in MP3 & FLAC format. Created by Jaime Cross

1. Menu Theme (01:52)

2. Wandering Alone at Night on a Ship (04:32)

3. The Brute (02:26)

4. Hiding From The Brute (02:34)

5. The Brute Stalks The Halls (04:32)

6. The Hunter (03:00)

7. Hiding From The Hunter (02:56)

8. Out of Sight, Out of Mind (04:56)

9. The Fiend (02:40)

10. Hiding From The Fiend (02:40)
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11. These Halls Breathe Evil (02:52)

12. Clutch Control OST Main Theme (04:15)

13. Clutch Control OST Jimmy Peddles Rodrigues' Theme (03:12)

14. Clutch Control OST Miles Speedman's Theme (03:38)

15. Clutch Control OST Bad Happenings Theme (04:00)

Songs will be placed in a subfolder of your Monstrum Steam install directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\Monstrum\
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Title: Monstrum - Original Soundtrack
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Team Junkfish
Publisher:
Team Junkfish
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 32 bit

Processor: Intel / AMD - 2.4 GHz (Dual Core)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 285 / ATI Radeon HD 4870 X2 - 1GB (Direct x 9.0c / 10 / 11)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: These are the same specification as Monstrum game and as such are higher than actually required to listen to
the soundtrack alone.

English
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Wow does this game need improvement, mostly in the form of information. The graphics and sound and general look and feel
are very smooth, but I struggled with the gameplay mainly due to not knowing what I was doing and because the arena is very
small making it hard to manouvre. There is also no mouse control, not even for the menus.

I got this game to play with my son in co-op mode. We set up the controls for two players, one with a controller. I set up
"Clumsier bots (for younger children)" and started the tutorial.

Bug 1) When using a controller you cannot re-use the keyboard keys that were previously configured for it to be used by another
player.
Bug 2) When using the controller's lever control (axis 0) for up and down, the direction is reversed.

After completing the tutorial I got immediately thrown into a game against a bot that totally owned me. I am an experienced
gamer but the combination of not having a clue what was going on combined with struggling with controller controls meant I got
thoroughly beaten by a clumsy bot. Very frustrating.

Bug 3) The tutorial does not explain that you can take over an opponents tower by shoving a block on top. It does not explain
that building multiple towers is probably better than building one big one. It does not explain that occassionally bombs drop out
of the sky and blow stuff up. It does not explain that you can knock your opponent over the edge or, if incautious, drop off the
edge yourself. It does not explain what all the blocks do - there were some glowy ones that looked special and a Mexican hat. I
had no idea what they did because the tutorial did not explain it.

Finally, as explained earlier, I got the game to play co-op with my son. While there are settings to configure controls for four
players, all round one keyboard (yeah right) or with controllers, or a mix, I struggled at first to figure out how to set up a game
with multiple players. My son somehow managed to get into a single player game. I finally figured out how to add multiple
players and bots, but cannot figure out at all how to have a co-op game as was advertised.

Bug 4) No way to start a co-op game, or if there is it is not apparent enough (need better documentation/explanation perhaps).

In summary, after several hours of frustration losing horribly to bots I might eventually learn to play well enough to win - at
which point I would get very bored very quickly. It would be better if there was some growth to the game - start off with easy
levels and then work up to playing harder levels and so on.

----

Additional: The game doesn't save options when you quit. It keeps hanging when configuring controls.. After 23 hours of
playing this game, finishing the "campaign" and clearing most of the map of "activities" (...), I feel that I can finally give an
accurate verdict.

Though of course, please do take note that this is my personal opinion - I am not telling anybody to dislike it.

I will try to keep it simple with pros & cons - as well as some small notes at the end.

Pros:

Combat (extremely fun, good weapon feeling, and lots of variety in general in how you choose to take down your
targets)

Visuals (once you got got rid of all the blur and TAA)

Performance (runs perfect on my not so amazing system)

Weapons (I love the way they allow you to upgrade them)
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World (It is beautiful, and massive)

Cons:

Campaign painfully short

Characters extremely shallow

Extremely poor lipsync (most characters seem to have difficulties closing their mouths, but you see their tongues
moving about in there constantly. It gives me a Wallace & Gromit vibe)

Severe lack of variety in voicelines. (Especially in the Phoenix and general remarks from the protagonist when running
into enemy camps or mutant nests. I think there's only two separate voicelines for this, and Lily in return uses the same
copypaste voicelines back. It becomes very boring very quickly.)

Way too console-y. (Want to get into a vehicle? Press and hold your use button. Want to climb ladders? Press and hold.
Want to open chests? Press and hold. Craft items? Press and hold. Upgrades? I think you can see where I'm getting at.
This takes away a hefty chunk out of the enjoyment of the game for me. It just feels extremely slow and clunky. Why
can't they just let us simply press a button and be done with it?)

Driving (extremely mediocre, and the cars all feel the same)

Vehicular combat (autoaim to please the console plebs I'd wager)

Hardcoded keybindings (to be specific, the Icarus and the motorbikes ignores my ESDF bindings in controls, which
renders them undrivable. Not being able to play the game the way I want ruins the experience for me. Otherwise I'd
probably try to 100% this game at least before uninstalling)

Way too repetitive once you finished the campaign. It's the same things to do over and over and over.

I must add this as well (edited 2019-06-02) - the stupid (and unskippable) message screens that appears whenever you
cleared an enemy camp, finished a mission, or whatever. Sometimes up to three in a row. They appear, pause your
game, and forces you to sit through and look at text confirming what you basically just did. Takes about 59 years for
them to disappear. In my opinion these should just go away completely. I already know that I killed enemies, and
probably gained experience with whatever faction. Why pause the gameplay just to show me? Just add a simple "!"
notification in the corner of the screen or something. Stop slowing me down. Thank you.

And this is probably a little nitpicky of me but there's just way, waaaay too many keybindings to keep track of. I'm a
quaker at heart so I wouldn't say I'm a stranger to many keybindings. I'm used to having up to 6 or more weapon
bindings, in addition to movement, jumping, firing, and so on. But I keep running out of keys to bind for Rage 2.
There's simply too much crap; too cluttered. I even had to resort to using the weapon wheel to switch weapons, which
feels too console-y... which just makes the game that much worse to me. But whatever.

I think that's it.

If you enjoy repetitive gameplay and can stand doing the same thing for hours on end without becoming bored out of
your mind, then by all means - this game is for you. If you want variety, however... I suggest you keep looking.

I really did try to like this game, but it just isn't for me.

Perhaps for you?. A really interesting game with nice level design. There are so many suprises and dromatic dialogs in
the game. When you go deeper and deeper again, you see more amazing elements which you won't expect to see.. An
awesome battle royale game that even runs smoothly on my 5-6 year old machine. Simple to pick up, quick games and a
great art style, soundtrack and community. No microtransactions after buying the full game and items are pretty easy
to unlock through achievements and random drops.. A nice little party game. For free.. THIS GAME IS GREAT
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GOOD WORK GUYS LOVE IT
. Think competitive CS:GO only with 4 people instead of 5 and only 1 intese round instead of 30.

It reminds me of Counter Strike but instead of a FPS it is a Top-Down Stratergy game.. If you are thinking of the
horrible experience that Adrift was then read this. This game is made for VR. The method of moving is either by
grabbing your surrounding objects and pulling yourself then you can also move around using thrusters mounted to
your hands.
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This is a fun little game, and a very unique HOG (hidden object game). I'm enjoying it so far, though I haven't played it long.
I'm not sure I'm going to be a very successful shop owner, but I look forward to the challenge. I definitely recommend this game
when it's on sale.. Fun game, especially if you're looking for something in the style of Bomberman. The characters look and play
like modernized Bomberman characters.. If you have a bad day and just want to chill a little bit , enter the game and play for
like 10-20 minutes
10\/10 for me. Very nice game in the style of the Professor Layton games for the DS. Nice puzzles, with varying degrees of
difficulty, and an interesting plot, made all the more interesting by its episodic format.. This game lured me in with fun
graphics. Now I have -$1.69 and a crappy game. Thanks, whoever the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 made this.. Very good game.
I find this game very relaxing.
But i wish for more objects in the creator that can be used for a more exciting game play.. Waste of $20. I downloaded the game
for my son and as soon as I started it up, it was offcenter and can't be full screened or adjusted so you can't see whats going on.
All you can see is a tractor literally in front of the main menu. And then if you can figure out how to accidentally start the game
you play the whole game from a fixxed position behind a crash wall barrier. Like I said, worst waste of $20 I've ever done in my
life. And I once bought my own\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back from a thief once.. Even if its only $2, you won't
get much out of this game. I saw the trailer and thought "This looks like a game I can play when I'm bored or waiting." Instead, I
get an experience where you can mash all the buttons for either side to get unbelievable far in the game. A nice teleportation 2D
puzzle platformer. A fair bit of levels, with nice, but not amazing graphics style. The game respects your intelligence in later
levels well enough, but it's not crazy hard at the end. The co-op being local only really detracts from it, as it's a neat little
addition to the game(Although it's really short). TL;DR Pick this up for a good ~5-6 hours of fun(A must-have if it's on sale).
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